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In my statement of purpose when applying for
admission to the School for American Craftsman, I stated
that I would like to be able to obtain the skills
necessary to operate a business that will create for
apprentices an opportunity for creative expression In
both their occupational and personal lives. I would like
to design and make furniture with Indian students in an
apprentice-type learning situation as an extension of my
past experience.
In Part I of this thesis I would like to explore
the derivations of the forms that will be available to me
as a designer of furniture. In Part II I will then
attempt to show Mom forms with these derivations 'ill be
particularly appropriate to my goals. I would expect to
use these forms while apprenticing American Indians. It
appears to me that the forms for any objects with these
derivations will prove satisfying to a person coming from
a traditionally oriented society. The unified and all
encompassing base of the American Indian would appear to
be particularly compatible with this kind of form develop
ment. I will also include in Part III photographs of
some of my work as examples of the type of furniture I




Forms for me are derived from a diverse spectrum
of influences that include most of the experiences in
which I have participated. There are general influences
such as the Western European cultural traditions , the
European tradition of art, the climate and culture of
America and to a degree the influence of the Indian
cultures I have had contact with in Alaska, the South
western parts of the United States and In South and
^ X
Central America. These influences being diverse and all J
encompassing need to be put in some sort of system to
be clearly seen.
This system consists of a general framework with
two major coordinates time-history and space-climate.
I bring to my forms a history and tradition of which I
am aware, a product of the American scene at this
particular time In history and in this particular climate
and space. Yichiro Kojiro In his essay on forms in Japan
placed within this type framework a further set of
coordinates that includes "Purpose", "Idea",
"Material"
and "Hand". He felt thft nearly all forms could be des
cribed to be included in a regular tetrahedron with one
of these coordinates at each point. Probably each culture
2.
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would have a unique history and space framework but
the four coordinates would be seen as more universal.
The coordinates of the tetrahedron were defined
by Kojiro as the central influence of all forms. He
stated "'Material' means the raw materials which constitute
the substance of form;
'Hand'
means the technical skill or
talent that creates the form;
'Purpose'
means the use
for which the form is intended; and
'Idea1 means the
artistic volition, conception or inspiration to create
form."1
All forms could be classified within a tetrahedron
with these coordinates. Some may fall near the apex of
material, for example wood, while another may fall near
othe^ points as the case may be.
This seems to be closely related to the "form
follows
function"
dictum in western traditions but appears
to more clearly include the entire spectrum of influences
on form development. The inclusion of history and space
makes this inclusive of all influences possible.
Kojiro felt that all forms in Japan could be
classified according to the following tables:
"FORMS OF UNITY (PURPOSE)
Forms of Continuation Forms of Union
of continuation of tying
of expansion of binding
of openness of weaving




^-Kojiro, Yuichiro, Forms in Japan, East-West


























( "F0RMS OF FORCE (IDEA)











"FORMS OF ADAPTATION (MATERIAL)


























Forms of Severing Forms of Transfiguration
of tearing of simplification
of chipping of difference
of splitting of disarrangement
of cutting of dancing
of severing of shading
of dropping of open-work
of removing of
splashing"^
Although Kojiro was speaking of forms in general and
used examples from Japan, it is a simple process to
translate this to a system that includes forms particu
larly suitable for furniture and materials suitable for
furniture. The major significance of this system is
that it forces one to recognize that forms are derived
from several sources and at least these four categories
must be considered when designing a piece. I will look
at the application of these derivations for forms when
I consider some of my work in Part III.
As I am developing a form it is necessary to
satisfy each point at one time or another. The purpose
of a chair, for Instance, requires certain dimensions
and angles. The wood requires certain dimensions and has
limitations. There are constant technical limits. All
this must be made to work within the idea that has been
influenced by the time and space of my background.
This type of form development will be especially
appropriate for me when working with students coming
from a very strong traditional background that has
always included all aspects of their life in each
^Kojiro, Yuichiro, Forms in Japan, p. 19.
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activity. For Indians the design of any of their crafts
always includes strong input from their religious beliefs
as well as cultural mores. Even those artifacts that are
used directly in religious sctlvities have allowed the
artist to have his own input of creativity. A Navajo rug
weaver is always able to design a rug without sketchings;
drawing upon long experience that began when she was
watching her mother as a child. By the time the weaver
is grown, she has a long preparation an?3 is able to act
almost unthinkingly to develop a design of interest and
beauty.
I would like to begin to look at some general
influences upon design within these four points and
attempt to show how these influences are particularly
appropriate to my needs while training Indian apprentices.
We shall look frequently at those influences that will be




I would suggest that there are four general
areas of importance that need to be considered when
looking at forms and form development. It is always
necessary for me to review these areas as I am developing
a piece to insure that it will function well. These
four areas are the structure, the human element, the
environmental element and the aesthetic element. These
are not in order of importance but probably in order of
increasing difficulty of handling and learning control
of each. I could not function well as a designer without
some ability to function reasonably well in all these
areas. I will begin by looking at structure.
Structure
In the area of structure the form is controlled
by several factors, the most important of which are the
material, the construction and the design. It is of
importance to treat the material only with full awareness
of all factors involved. The inherent aesthetic quality
of the material itself, its functional role in furniture,
its logical form depends on material consistency and
production methods. The decision then as to which of the
7.
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factors is most important is a matter for the individual
craftsman to decide and allow the full potential of
expression. It would appear that an Indian craftsman
that sees the material (wood) as a different aspect of
the same original life force as himself is going to be
able to become closely involved with all Inherent factors
in the wood.
The major aspect of the construction phase is to
remain ever aware that form and space are being defined
all the while. With construction space Is spanned,
enclosed, enriched and human emotions are addressed.
There is always the danger of constructional demons tra-
tlveness and structural exhibitions. If one is sensitive
to the material, purpose and idea, then the structure
will remain in its perspective. Construction will
contribute to design itself as long as the members are
used sensitively to the aesthetics and exploited as
orna-
?
mental forms. < When asked how a Hop! potter created her
forms, she is said to have responded, "It all seems as if
someone is telling me what to do and I just do
it.',J*
With
this kind of self direction she Is able to create space
drawing on a lifetime of studying the space and forms
around her.
The design of a furniture form at any time is
difficult only If the craftsman is not thoroughly trained
in the choosing and preparation of his materials and
^O'Kane, Walter, Sun in the Sky, University of
Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1950, p. 139 .
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building the piece to the designs he has developed.
These are all different aspects of the design process
and each requires the other to be fully fruitful. Again
the designs of an Indian have been learned from long
years of exposure and each design is full of meaning and
interrelated with many religious and social factors In
addition to functional and aesthetic demands. It would
appear that he should be asle to relate the material,
construction and design to his way of life for a clear
expression of his own needs, thereby making s strong
individual contribution to anything he constructs.
Human Element
The range of expression of the human element is
probably what contributes the most to the individuality
of the piece. Certain portions of the furniture form
can unmistakably not only modify existing habits but also
create new ones for the users. "In this respect, the
Japanese house shows residential architecture In a role
of forming rather than of reflecting habits of livinc,
of producing rather than following moral principles, of
creating rather than confirming physical
characteristics."^-
It is assumed that furniture can be made in the same way
to reflect the builder's principles. Books that describe
furniture as solely physical creations for training
^"Engei, Heinrich, The Japanese House, A Tradi-
tion for Contemporary
Arch~
Ve rmont , C h ar Ie s E. Tut tie
Company, 1961|, p. 231.
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programs that teach only technical aspects are largely
responsible for the fact that furniture has become
essentially a technical product of the industrial complex
in no way different from any machine part. This educa
tional deficiency would seem to be one of the factors that
has caused the symptomatic Indifference of contemporary
man to his own creations and way of life. In the traditions
of the past when man did not require an interpreter to
state his ethics and translate them to objects, the crafts
man was the direct creator and was able to make a strong
innocent statement of his period and its thinking. A
clear example of this was the Shaker craftsman. This Is
the kind of expression that an Indian frequently makes
during his daily activities in many expressive areas.
An important aspect of space is that man himself
is an essential component of that space. While the space
of sculpture and painting leaves man outside, architectural
space and the space defined by furniture Integrates man
into that space. This will show the weakness of someone
applying the design for contemporary interiors that make
man the passive participant of "art and
decor"
on display
in architectural space, making him a visitor moro than an
essential component. The fact that an Indian sees all
of his environment as but another expression of the same
vital force that his being also expresses cannot but help
him to include man in the space he is crrating,
i-.ny creative artist considers himself responsible
for the establishment of a unique expression. This
11.
expression should achieve an emotional intimacy between
man and the object he has created and the craftsman must
concern himself with the whole physical environment of
his time. While nature is unpredictable and accidental,
although in detail functional and beautiful, it is without
a system of order that complies with all human needs.
The human intellect needs to adapt natural order to one
of his own design. Nature is also opposed to the human
need of withdrawing and contemplating the self. Thus the
designing and building of furniture, while being an
intellectual process that uses means and methods which
are artificial, is based on a human scale and aims at
establishing order and meaningful composition of man's
environment.
In most American households the fact that living
can be an art is a notion practically unheard of.
Usually living Is thought of as solely a job that is
broken up by meals, leisure and entertainment. It would
appear that even the smallest objects and pieces of
furniture that are used daily can be created in such a
way that they have an existence of their own and are
thus able to integrate man's life with this existence.
If the craftsman can express his principles through his
material and. skills, then the user of those objects can
not help but respond to those expressions. We would
expect that Indian students would be able to contribute
their awareness of the wholeness of life through the
12.
expression of their life in form development. "The
peculiar grace of a Shaker chair is due to the fact that
it was made by someone capable of believing that an
angel might come and sit on
it."^ It appears that this
type of expression is necessary to create well developed
forms that define space to include man.
Environmental Element
The modern Westerner was at one
#
time more
sensitive to minor climatic changes than primitive man.
While we are well protected, fed, and clothed, we have
become emotionally insensitive in the environment and now,
mainly due to the influence of art, a reverse trend is
developing. After being overly protected we can now
begin to appreciate psychologically, if not physically,
participation in the inherent beauty of the environment.
It would appear to me that household appliances and
wooden foims can contribute to this sensitive response.
"The Japanese house shows that beauty of living
is not merely a passive awareness of certain values, but
is the sensitive relationship to them and the practical
participation in
them."
Therefore, in the Japanese house
as the weather changes, the manner of living changes
resulting In a closely synchronized movement with nature,
^
Andrews, Edward Deming and Andrews, Faith,
Religion in Wood, A Book of Shaker Furniture, Indiana
University Press, Blooming ton, 1966, p. xiii.
Engel, Helnrich, The Japanese House, A Tradition
for Contemporary Architecture, Vermont, Charles E.
Tut tie Company, 19 6_|., p. 363.
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house and man. The psychological indifference of Western
man to his surroundings including the arts, architecture,
science and nature, is an expression of contemporary
culture. In spite of innumerable stimulations, both
psychological and communicative, there is a decided lack
of response to nature because of being overly protected
from his environment. It would appear that it would be
very easy to sensitize man's appreciation of his total
environment by providing an environment of living wood
that would respond to the environment and require
participation in that living. The closeness of the
Indian to the environment and his participation in its
changes in his daily life, when expressed in form develop
ment and material use, can do nothing but strengthen the
appreciation of his form by others.
Education, politics, family life and even the
arts have become strongly influenced by science rather
than by intuition, emotion or faith, not because of man's
desire but because of his blind faith in science. It can
be expected that science will itself prove that not only
the psychological health of man depends upon physical
environment, but that the environment includes his house
hold and furniture as much as it does the whole society.
There is a close mutual dependence between the
individual and society. Individuals, while being a part
of society, are more than a simple part of that same
society. Society protects the rights of the Individual and
iU.
consequently does serve him. The individual works for
society to earn this protection but this interdependence
is not often noted. There appears to be two major causes
for the problem.
First there is the emergence of specialization
in all fields closely related to the mechanization of
those fields of work. Although this is one of the great
est achievements of the present, it is followed by an
increasing inability to see the whole. The result is that
the role of the social organism in the evolution of man
kind and its importance for human progress is not
understood.
Secondly, there is the evolution of a strong
individualism brought about by the transformations in
society. Although this personal freedom is likewise one
of the greatest gains of society, It is accompanied by
an egocentric conception of life. As a result, personal
freedom Is overemphasized and Idealistic. Voluntary
surrender of individuality for the benefit of the greater
whole is frowned upon.
Since It is through ethics and morals that the
spiritual foundation is established for the practical
relationship of the individual and society, it is thus
seen that the major problem of society is not so much one
of technical, economical or political bearing, but is in
essence a question of moral and ethical conception.
Philosophy is then the issue and the level at which the
15.
solution can be found. It would appear that here Indians
would be able to provide a leading role and help through
their performance to express some of the philosophy of
group activity and social consciousness that would help
us to see and appreciate aesthetic values.
Aesthetic Element
The final determinant of form development which
I would like to look at is the aesthetics, prevalent in
present day forms. These aesthetics seem to be
characterized by a simplicity which came into existence
as a reaction to art nouveau and the eclectic trends
of that time as a result of machinery and as a principle
of convenience and economy. It is also true that other
forms of simplicity have resulted from social and
economic circumstances but by constraint this simplicity
has been seen as much more expressive to content because
it reflects utilitarian relationships or traditional or
social feelings. Simplicity in contemporary forms is
now seen primarily as inhuman, and demonstrates Its
origins in the industrial aspects of our society. This
simplicity remains an expression of the industrial age
and is unrelated to individual psychological needs. A
better simplicity would be the result of a preconceived
aesthetic theory depending upon the expression of and
the aesthetic delight in simplicity. This simplicity
would necessarily be derived from religious and philosophic
feelings of current importance. Of course true simplicity
16.
results when the utmost of restraint is exercised, not
necessarily on the content but on the medium of
expression. Through this restraint the highest efficiency
in clearly stating the underlying meaning is achieved.
Here we begin to approach the concept of form
following function. This function is not confined to
cons tructural or utilitarian needs but includes social,
philosophical and religious themes as well, thus clearly
approaching the kind of wholeness which is found in the
viewpoint of traditional Indian cultures. It is this
broad meaning of function that humanizes simple forms
and will aid these forms to lose their inhuman character
and begin to satisfy psychological needs of the builder





The living room furniture was designed with
a modular concept in mind. I wanted a module that
by changing the veneer and finish I could substantially
change the character of the piece. I wanted to obtain
a more formal character by using a wood veneer with an
oil finish. The upholstery here seemed to require
a wool or wool substitute. For a more informal room
I planned to use bright colored stains or lacquers
in conjunction with bold cotton prints.
The chair forms were developed from the idea
of a general shape approximating the nature of the final
results. In reference to the classification of forms
by Kojiro, the forms are probably most closely related to
forms of layering, of curvature and of bending. The
measurements needed for comfortable sitting over long
periods were primary restraints on the dimensions. The
material and process dictated some of the bend radal.
Other bends were developed to complete the piece as a
unified whole. The footstool form was meant to be used
as a coffee table with a glass or solid top. The same
form could be used on end as an endtable or support for
a larger dining table or buffet.
Concepts concerning the use of the chair form
that contributed to its development included apartment
18.
living and space requirements. For this reason the
seats were made loose to provide for storage underneath,
The modular concept was used to allow the purchasing
of single units to be use as a sectional couch or as
individual chairs. Especially the stained or painted
forms were considered because of the ease with which


















































































The dining room was developed from a concept
around the buffet. I was Interested in the two
horizontal planes separated by the tambours with the
actual leg being apparent on the top and below but
hidden by the tambours. The table followed the con
cept, using two horizontal planes separated by the
planes of the legs. The chairs also followed this
concept but were limited to suggestions of the planes
in order to accomodate seating comfort. I was
inter- s ted in using the material to full advantage and
using the forms to emphasize the structure and
technique without being overpowering.
The forms for the concept were probably those
of support (directly seen or implied) and forms of
joining. In the table the form development was
difficult because of the demands of dimensions for
seating space, the demands of
structural support,
material strength and aesthetics. Again the comfortable
dimensions were used as given and the structure and
material were developed to give what was hopefully a
satisfying aesthetic whole.
Conceptually I wanted to use an attractive
wood to contribute to the final affect. This suggested
27.
the use of the highly figured veneer. I was interested
in a more traditional construction and finish. I
wanted to involve the us^r of the piece and therefore
finished the piece in oil rather than a more carefree
lacquer finish. It was felt that involvement would come
with appreciation of the wood's natural beauty and with















"The mission of art is to give expression to
feelings, to translate the infinity of human emotions
into forms that in turn will evoke these emotions in
the beholder. Art, then, stimulates human feelings
and sensitizes them. "7 There is no separation of the
practical, technical and artistic relationships and
consequently living should be a continuous aesthetic
experience with a high morality. I suggest that Indians,
because of their general attitude that religion is
central to all aspects of their lives, would be able to
create forms meeting these requirements. I am hopeful
that some students would be willing to study the develop
ment of form in this way to provide them with a satisfy
ing means of expressing their life experience.
I have included a portfolio of my work as an
example of the type of work I would like to use to train
Indian students. I present them as examples of form
development that I have attempted to explain in this
thesis. I would expect that as I become more proficient
in form development and technically more experienced that
7
'Engel, Heinrich, The Japanese House, A Tradi
tion for Contemporary Architecture, Vermont, Charles E.
Tuttle Company, 196/+, p. Zibl.
35.
I will be able to develop more forceful and coherent
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